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YOUR MISSION
Five museums need you for a special mission!
In preparation for the Paris 2024 Olympic Games, the Centre Pompidou, the 
Louvre, the Musée d’Orsay, the Musée de l’Orangerie and the Musée du Quai 
Branly – Jacques Chirac have been studying a manuscript written by the founder 
of the modern Games, Pierre de Coubertin. The document contains five secret 
sentences. One thing is certain: each sentence is connected to a museum and 
derives its meaning from a strong tie between sport and culture.

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to help each museum find the 
meaning of its secret sentence with the help of this sleuthing team:

Each of them thinks they have deciphered the manuscript. But who has the 
correct answer?
Find out by completing seven challenges based on artworks at each museum. Solve 
each puzzle to disqualify a team member and discover who has the correct answer.

The most determined players could be rewarded in a prize draw.

Keep up the pace

ADAM LÉONARD WILLIAM CÉLESTE MARTINE MÉLODIE OMER & 
MEG

The fun isn’t over! Complete the puzzle adventures at 
the four other museums to increase your chance of 
winning in the draw! Use the five secret sentences to 
write a final message on the puzzle passport.

The three Olympic values are friendship, respect and excellence. The four 

values added by the Paralympic movement are courage, determination,  

inspiration and equality.  These values will help you in your mission!

Fun fact
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Welcome to the musée d’Orsay!
This former train station is now home to 
works created between 1848 and 1914. 

The location of each challenge in your 
adventure is indicated by a symbol, found  
on the map on page 4.

Set off to find them in whatever order you like! Use each correct answer to 
eliminate the secret sentence of a sleuth at the end of the booklet. 
Watch out! One of the sleuths will be disqualified twice. 

The last sleuth left after completing the seven challenges has the correct 
answer.

To enter the draw, write the number of the correct secret sentence on your 
coupon and deposit it in the ballot box on the welcome desk. 
Deadline: June 2. Good luck!

Take the time to read the labels: they contain 
information to help you better understand the 
artists and the values associated with their works.

SLEUTHING TIP

GAME
RULES
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Looking for the room number of the Courage 
challenge? Easy! It’s composed of two even 
digits and is special this year. Multiply 8 x 3 
to find it!

Level 0

Level 2

ACCESS

YOUR SEARCH AREA

W



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Aim well

Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Determination 
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Level 2
South Gallery

As determined as Heracles, William 
shot arrows at the birds on the lake, 
but his poor aim made them flee. 

Turn the pages of the booklet to follow 
the green and purple paths: one leads 
to a sleuth to disqualify from the 
competition.

Who is it? Have a look at the symbols 
engraved on the sculpture: some of 
them appear on the correct path. 
Items have been placed on the wrong 
path to mislead you. 

Study the sculpture carefully to 
avoid mistakes.  

Found the answer 
Cross out the sleuth’s  
secret sentence at the end 
of the booklet!

The number or sleuth to disqualify:



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Wrestling a victory

OLYMPIC VALUE: Excellence
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Level 2
North Gallery

This work immortalizes the artist  
as he sculpts a pair of gladiators. 
It feels like the trio stops  
moving when you arrive so that  
you can study them.
 

Stand next to the fighter on the ground. 
Take the number of steps he indicates 
towards the stairs! 

What do you see 
in the distance at 
11 o’clock ?

 F
ELIMINATE 
SECRET SENTENCE 
# 2

ELIMINATE  
SECRET SENTENCE 
# 5

Hands that remind us 
that the clock is ticking! 
Better get moving.A lion roaring  

at Victory!  

Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

The number or sleuth to disqualify:



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Have the world at your feet

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Equality
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Level 0
East Central Hall

The four corners of the world have 
created a new kind of relay race!  
In this game, our precious planet is 
passed along and held aloft as long as 
possible.
This gives each player a quick break 
now and then.
 

When the race starts, a first player 
holds the globe alone above her head. 
Use the clues below to help you find 
her and uncover a secret sentence to 
eliminate at the end of the booklet!

Is it Europe 
(with her cape)?
Eliminate secret 
sentence # 2 

Is it America  
(with her crown)?

Eliminate secret 
sentence # 3 

Is it Asia  
(with her braid)?

Eliminate secret 
sentence # 1 

Is it Africa  
(with her chain)?

Eliminate secret 
sentence # 4 

She is next to two women with loose hair.

She is not held by chains.

Only one of her feet is flat  on the ground.

Her head has no  
accessories.

Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

The number or sleuth to disqualify:



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

The number or sleuth to disqualify:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Feel free to be different

OLYMPIC VALUE: Respect
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Level 0
West Central Hall

With great respect, Celeste tried to copy this work to perfection, but she made 
a few mistakes. Walk around the statue and observe it carefully. Circle the 
differences you ‘see’ right away. 

15
DEMAI1889

How many differences  
did you find?

One difference?

Two differences? ELIMINATE 
SECRET  

SENTENCE # 2

ELIMINATE
SECRET  

SENTENCE # 1



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: A world of colors

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Courage
Level 0
Guess the room! 
See page 4.

Like Adam, you may have had some 
trouble finding the right room! Feel no 
remorse. But do stand in front of the 
painting of the same name.
Observe how the Olympic colors appear 
in the composition.

Turn around and walk to the 
monumental work dedicated to 
courageous martyrs. Using the same 
logic, choose the correct color scheme.
Then use the correct answer to 
eliminate the secret sentence at the 
end of the booklet.
 

Do you recognize the work?

Eliminate secret 

sentence # 7!

Eliminate secret 
sentence # 4! ?

What is the 
correct color 
scheme

The number or sleuth to disqualify:
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Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Earn a medal

PARALYMPIC VALUE: Inspiration
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Level 2
West Gallery

Nowadays, medals are associated with 
the world of sports, but in the past, 
they were forged for prestige and 
commemoration. 
Some celebrated events; others 
professions.  Medals could also be 
inspired by important figures in 
history. 

Among all the medals you see now,  
find three that are dedicated to sports.
Look through the pages of the booklet 
for a sleuth posed in a position found  
on the medals.
He or she did not decipher the correct 
secret sentence!
           

The number or sleuth to disqualify:



Title of the work:
Artist’s name:

YOUR CHALLENGE: Be part of the band

OLYMPIC VALUE: Friendship
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Level 2
Room 58

Be discreet when you get to the 
painting to not interrupt what looks 
like a secret meeting. The scene is 
reminiscent of a time-out in a match, 
when coaches give players their best 
advice.
Look through the pages of the booklet 
to find the group of friends arranged 
in the same position as the figures in 
the painting. 

Use the letter above them, different 
from the one in the painting, to 
decipher the secret sentence below.

Here is your decryption key:

Use the key to decode 

the message and 

uncover a clue about  

a sleuth that did  

not find the correct 

secret s
entence.

GHR  BGDDJR  ZQD  GNS

letter in the booklet letter in the painting

The number or sleuth to disqualify:



Deposit this coupon in the ballot box to enter the draw for a chance to win a prize.

Game rules have been filed with the competent enforcement officer and are available here: five-museums-for-the-games.com. Your data will only be used to contact you if your coupon is drawn.

First name:

Email :

Address:

Zip code:

Last name:

City: Country:

The correct answer 
is number:

Telephone number:

Found the right answer? Fill out your coupon, get your passport stamped at the reception desk, 
and continue the adventure at the other four museums!

Art grows athletes! 

Bring art and sport together  
to win gold.

On the art trail.

Where cultures come together.

Get in the Games spirit.

Platform F: mind the gap! The 
train is leaving the station.

Bring art and sport together to 
win gold.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

All rights reserved Établissement public des musées d’Orsay et de l’Orangerie - Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, 2024. 
Developed by Anima Agent Ludique | Game design: La Mue Events | Graphic design: AcFolio.
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WHICH IS THE CORRECT 
SECRET SENTENCE?
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